Literature Lesbianism Terry Castle
the literature of lesbianism a historical anthology from ... - the literature of lesbianism a historical
anthology from ariosto to stonewall edited by terry castle “this anthology is quite simply magnificent, and no
one but terry castle could have produced it. the magisterial introduction is a major essay, almost a monograph, massively learned, profoundly original, challenging and compelling. . . . this will be an essential volume
for anyone interested ... introduction: lesbian aesthetics, aestheticizing lesbianism - lesbianism, castle
gestures toward an “idea of lesbianism” that has become “part of the shared mentalité of modern life” and is
“embedded in literary and cultural history” (“introduction,” in the lesbian archive - project muse - ism in
early modern england and the literature of lesbianism, valerie traub and terry castle adumbrate two very
different approaches to the task of producing and interpreting a historical archive of lesbianism. what they
share is a complicating and queering of the notion of the lesbian archive beyond anything cvetkovich ventures, as they both—necessarily, given their historical range ... the problem of representability: lesbian
depiction in the ... - the theorist terry castle believes that the lesbian in literature and cinema is generally
presented as a spectre; she is subtly implied but never acknowledged. castle writes, ‘the lesbian remains a
kind of ‘ghost-effect’ in (…) modern life: elusive, vaporous, difficult to spot – even when she is there, in plain
view, mortal and magnificent, at the centre of the screen. some may deny ... terry castle department of
english, stanford university ... - (updated october 2013) terry castle department of english, stanford
university walter a. haas professor in the humanities personal born 10/18/53, san diego, california stable
identity: horses, inversion theory, - stable identity: horses, inversion theory, and the well of loneliness.
mary a. armstrong. oh, god, not again: the well of fucking loneliness. when will the nightmare stop? – terry
castle (394) i. gender bubble: rethinking the fortunes of stephen gordon. in the afterword to a collection of
essays on the well of loneliness, terry castle conjures up the figure of radclyffe hall dribbling a bas ... thesis
tracy lee b5 - universiteit leiden - elaborated in terry castle’s the apparitional lesbian, which sees ghosts as
a metaphor representing “an absence,” a disavowal, or “amor impossibilia—a kind of love that, by definition,
cannot exist” of lesbianism (castle, the apparitional lesbian 30-31). ‘the darkness is the closet in which
your lover roosts her ... - related scholarship of several theorists, including terry castle, eve sedgwick,
claude lévi-strauss and gayle rubin. my argument hinges on the claim that lesbianism new from columbia mlajournals - the literature of lesbianism a historical anthology from ariosto to stonewall edited by terry
castle 2003 • 1110 pages 0-231-12510-0 • cloth $45.00 hear us out conversations with gay novelists richard
canning 2004 • 432 pages 0-231-12867-3 • paper $24.95 0-231-12866-5 • cloth $62.50 the violet hour the
violet quill and the making of gay culture david bergman 2004 • 288 pages 0-231 ... lesbian gothic:
transgressive fictions - terry castle in her study the apparitional lesbian interprets the ghost as an image for
lesbian invisibility and the secret, closeted life that lesbians have often been forced to lead. the theorist diana
fuss in her collection inside/ out also employs spectral metaphors in discussing of lesbian and queer existence.
she describes the way society attempts to suppress homosexuality by relegating ...
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